Managed Cloud
Services

Comprehensive Managed Services for Remote Offices
Simplified IT Management for Remote and Branch Offices

Many organizations have Remote Offices and Branch Offices (ROBO) with local IT
infrastructure. While these remote locations may have just a few servers running a few
workloads to support local needs, on average approximately 50% of company data is
managed outside of the data center, introducing the challenge of managing and protecting
data. With Comprehensive Managed Services for Remote Offices, business critical data,
regardless of where it resides, achieves the same level of control, visibility and security as
data that runs in the data center.

The Challenges of Managing Remote and Branch
Offices (ROBO)
Key Features
•• Cloud Controls Applied to Data
and Infrastructure at the Edge
•• Data Management at the Local
Level with the Highest Security
•• Simplified Endpoint Management

A rapidly growing global business climate means large organizations
require multiple locations to host their critical applications. Since many
businesses prefer to establish operations and manufacturing in local
regions to take advantage of the unique ”way of doing business”, many
now have Remote and Branch offices.
As more enterprises move their operations to remote locations
supporting remote offices and branch offices (often called ROBOs) is
tough for IT. It is expensive, resource-intensive and opens up businesses
to security and disaster-related risks.
With multiple branch locations comes additional challenges for IT
departments. IT teams must ensure that data is secure and operating
at peak performance. The remote nature of IT infrastructures makes it
difficult to manage for a variety of reasons:
• Lack of local IT staff at remote sites or regional offices - remote
offices typically lack the IT expertise needed to manage
data center platforms, storage and networking.
• Limited IT budgets - make it difficult to invest in hardware and
software solutions for remote sites that are labor intensive to
maintain.
• Limited space at remote sites - results in challenges to
accommodate new servers.
These challenges can lead to higher costs, increased risk and decreased
visibility. Additionally, failure to deliver effective IT services at remote
locations can result in lost sales, dissatisfied customers, and reduced
productivity.
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Key Benefits
•• Reduced Costs. Decrease capital
expenses and eliminate IT labor
costs at the branch.
•• Reduced Risk. Manage critical
data within our data center versus
at the branch level.
•• Increased Application Availability.
Guaranteed application-level
Service Level Agreements (SLA).
•• Long-term Partnership. Highly
strategic service relationship
dedicated to your business.
•• Predictable Costs. No hidden
costs, with monthly service fees
designed to meet your remote
business needs.
•• Reduced Complexity. Via our
simplified architecture.

Simplified Remote or Branch Office Management
Picture the peace of mind knowing ALL of your data, regardless of
where it resides. Utilizing our application and infrastructure expertise, we
analyze your IT infrastructure and provide recommendations on the right
solution to deploy to maximize value and minimize risk.
With our Comprehensive Managed Services for Remote Offices, we can
move as much of your critical data to our Enterprise Private Cloud, while
identifying “pockets” of systems that must run locally. We deliver location
independent services through our Cloud controls to all of your data,
regardless of where it resides where your users work.
Secure-24 advanced technologies that allow application hosting at the
branch, while data is maintained within the Cloud. All other technologies
designed to “cheat latency” requires moving applications to the Cloud
which involves time consuming, risky and expensive migrations. Our
solution does not require per user licensing and allows users to continue
using applications without interruption.

Secure-24 Technical Experts Working for You
Secure-24 is the first Private Cloud provider to Cloud-enable technology
for the sole purpose of providing managed services for business-critical
applications that require branch/remote office or Public Cloud hosting.
We specialize in successful outcomes. By making every client’s IT
requirements work seamlessly together, managing all systems in concert
and treating each customer like our only client, we stand alone in the
industry as an independent Managed Cloud Services provider.

Contact Us
(800) 332-0076
info@secure-24.com

We help organizations focus on what’s most important − clients and
reducing the cost associated with managing underlying applications,
operating systems and infrastructure.
When you select Secure-24 to provide comprehensive managed
services for remote offices, you no longer have to spend time worrying
about costly maintenance and optimization efforts.

www.secure-24.com

Performance. Innovation. Trust. Comprehensive Managed Cloud Services.

For more information about Comprehensive Managed Services for Remote Offices, visit secure-24.com or call +1.800.332.0076 to speak to a Secure-24
representative.
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